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1. Executive Summary

This submission is the response to the public consultation in regard to the Thames
Water(TW)  draft  Water  Resource  Management  Plan  2019  (dWRMP19).  In  it  the
Cotswold Canals Trust (CCT) calls for the Cotswold Canals Severn – Thames Transfer
(CCSTT) scheme to be adopted as the first of the major new water resource schemes
needed to supply London instead of those within TW's draft preferred programme.

Compelling evidence strongly suggests that Thames Water’s draft WMRP19 does not
embrace the most cost effective, large scale water resource in its preferred set of
options. A firmly based and objective critique has not proved possible at this stage
because Thames Water has declined to make detailed costing evidence available on
the  grounds  of  ‘commercial  confidentiality’.   Nevertheless,  expert  engineering  and
financial appraisal expertise has been harnessed to present the results of an objective
assessment of the merits of transferring water from the ‘west’ to the ‘east’ using a
restored  Cotswold  Canals  route.   Not  only  does  this  option  provide  a  financial
incentive but it also carries with it many environmental and social advantages that
have been underestimated or simply dismissed by Thames Water.  

Thames Water has been made aware of these firmly held views over many years but
has failed to follow through on the key elements of work necessary to prove that the
CCSTT scheme is the best of the options available when all factors are fully taken into
account.

In its  25 Year  Environmental  Plan  2018,  the  Government  has  committed  itself  to
“...ensure that we support development and the environment by embedding
the principle that new development should result in net environmental gain –
with neglected or degraded land returned to health and habitats for wildlife
restored or created.”  

Restoring a currently disused canal which has lost much of  its former biodiversity
value,  which  would  also  provide  much needed additional  water  over  much of  the
length of the Thames in times when it might otherwise be struggling, in addition to
cost effectively providing the water needed to sustain London and the south-east,
must surely be a most worthy solution.

The current public consultation procedure offers an opportunity for the CCSTT option
to be reconsidered properly.  It holds open the opportunity of revising the Plan to
embrace a more cost effective strategy that carries with it both financial benefits for
the consumers of Thames Water and environmental  and recreational benefits to a
wider population.
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2. The TW dWRMP Preferred Programme and the Cotswold Canals

The Thames Water  draft  Water  Resource  Management  Plan  identifies  a  significant
shortfall in the water resources needed to supply London and the South-East. CCT
does not disagree with this assessment but the uncertainty levels are quite significant
and the expected reduction in leakage and consumer demand that are anticipated to
address the deficit in the shorter term might prove over optimistic. Given what is at
stake (London running out of water), doing more and sooner might be wise.

TW has  evaluated  a  wide  range  of  potential  solutions  to  address  the  increasing
vulnerability  of  London and the South-East  to  serious  water  shortages in  drought
conditions.  This  work  has  included  looking  at  Severn-Thames  Transfers  (STT),
including  using the  Cotswold  Canals  for  this,  as  well  as  many other  options.  The
outcome has been a range of feasible options from which a preferred programme has
been proposed.  Although  the  CCSTT option  has  been established as  feasible,  the
preferred programme does not include this option and we strongly advocate that it
should.

There are no easy options and those chosen in TW's preferred programme are not
without  their  own  difficulties  and  some  of  these  are  outlined  later.  Information,
particularly relating to costs, has been withheld to an extent that seems to go well
beyond  that  which  could  reasonably  be  justified  on  the  grounds  of  commercial
confidentially. 

The  basis  upon  which  the  various  schemes have been compared is  also  suspect.
Qualitative figures such as “Optimism Bias” or risk provision can severely distort the
outcome of any cost assessment to the advantage of the schemes that their proposer
wants approved and to the disadvantage to schemes that that proposer would prefer
not to carry out for whatever reason.

The additional water resources identified in the dWRMP are needed in response to
drought, or potential drought, conditions which will occur for only some of the time.
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This is particularly relevant to OPEX costs which, depending on the type of solution,
can be severely overstated if continuous operation is the basis of the figures used to
compare options. The costs are considered further in section 4.1.

The new dWRMP, like the last one in 2014, relies on reducing demand and fixing leaks
to cope in the short term (i.e. next 5 years) but it recognises that work has to start
very soon on planning the delivery of an additional resource of about 250 – 300 Ml/d.
This additional resource needs to be working within the next 10 years or so. After
that, a second new resource of a similar size is needed in about 25 years time and
then further ones beyond that. The plan extends to 2100.

The Preferred Programme in dWRMP19 identifies the first new major resource as the
Teddington Direct River Abstraction and this is commented on later in section 5.1. 

The next major resource would be the building of a huge new reservoir at Abingdon
50% larger than the very controversial one turned down by the inspectors in the 2010
pubic inquiry into the WRMP09. This is commented on later in section 5.2. 

Beyond that,  water reuse (cleaning up sewage and putting it  back into the water
supply) is brought into play. This is commented on later in section 5.3. 

As the WRMPs are revisited every 5 years, it is almost inevitable that the longer term
preferred  resources  will  change  in  the  light  of  increases  or  decreases  in  demand
and/or changes of technology and/or environmental issues.

Rather than working through uncertainty and optimising the CCSTT scheme, every
opportunity seems to have been taken to use over simplistic solutions to problems
which also appear to have been exaggerated. A case in point is the additional cost of a
32km pipeline from the end of the Cotswold Canals to Culham downstream of Oxford.
We  provided a detailed appraisal to Thames Water as to why we think that £100
million of base cost (possibly £300 million after other factors have been applied) can
be avoided but it has not been followed through.

Cost extrapolations based on the limited information that has been made available
suggests that the CCSTT option could be very cost effective compared with the best of
the currently preferred large 250 – 300 Ml/d range resource schemes.

Add to this the huge benefits that the CCSTT scheme would deliver in terms of the
environment (including biodiversity connectivity), recreation, heritage, economic and
well-being, and the high level of public support for the restoration of the canal, the
case for a rethink is very strong.

CCT is arguing that, in the shorter term, the Cotswold Canals Severn-Thames Transfer
(CCSTT) scheme is superior to the planned Teddington DRA option currently favoured
and/or the longer term Abingdon Reservoir. Using the canal also has greater merit
than a Severn-Thames transfer using just a pipeline from Deerhurst, near Tewkesbury,
to Culham.

Section 5 looks at the alternatives to the CCSTT and why the Trust thinks they are
inferior to the CCSTT option based on the information that is available and, where it is
not, on our assessment of the situation.
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3. Severn-Thames Transfers: How it Works

The basic concept is simple enough. The Severn is a big river and the west of the
country  gets  more  rainfall  than  the  south-east  and  London.  There  are  two  key
questions:

Is there enough water?

The  short  answer  is  yes,  a  lot  of  the  time,  but  the  longer  answer  is  more
complex. If there is a drought in the south-east, it is possible that rainfall has
been low in the west of the country as well and when the water is needed most,
it may not be available from the Severn.

The River Severn is a regulated river. At times of low flow, it receives additional
water from groundwater and reservoir sources. Work has confirmed that capacity
is available, or can be made available, to supply additional water for transfer to
the Thames. 

In addition to this, there are some other sources that could be brought into play
through additional development or redirecting water to the Severn that currently
flows into other catchments. Some of this work has not been concluded and is
presumably the reason why the estimated contribution of  the Severn-Thames
transfer schemes appears so low compared with the conveyance capacity of 300
Ml/d.

How do you get it to London?

There are two main contenders for the conveyance mechanism. TW's preferred
one is a pipeline from Deerhurst near Tewkesbury to the Thames at Culham. The
other is using the Cotswold Canals.

TW have concluded that 300 Ml/d is the most appropriate conveyance capacity
taking into account supply and environmental constraints. Both the canal and a
pipeline can deliver this.

Both schemes have been costed with extensive water treatment included. This is
mainly in an attempt to avoid the transfer of invasive species (nearly all of which
are both in the Thames and the Severn already anyway) or algae. In the case of
the pipeline, it is also necessary to remove the potentially high silt load for which
the River Severn is well known. In the canal scheme, the silt drops out of the
water column at Gloucester Docks anyway.

The schemes have also been loaded with the additional cost of piping the water
as far downstream as Culham which is downstream of Oxford. Earlier studies
concluded that the water could enter the Thames in the Lechlade/Radcot area
(where the Deerhurst pipeline reaches the Thames). The reasons originally given
for the need to extend the pipe to Culham seem amenable to straightforward
mitigation at a cost saving of perhaps £100 million (base cost) in the case of the
canal option and £70 million for the pipeline option. Details of these solutions
were provided to TW in May 2017 but not acted upon.

The water once in the Thames can be abstracted downstream to fill the London
reservoirs or put into supply. In the scheme(s) CCT are proposing, it would also
be available to fill  the Farmoor Reservoir to help resolve the shortages in the
Swindon & Oxford area (SWOX).
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4. The Cotswold Canals Severn-Thames Transfer (CCSTT)

TW have carried  out a  lot  of  detailed  work investigating the  potential  use of  the
Cotswold Canals for a Severn-Thames Transfer. The key conclusion is that it can be
done and all the potential issues are capable of mitigation. The detailed report into the
CCSTT scheme can be found as Appendix G in the  Raw Water Transfer Feasibility
Report February 2018 but all of the important costing information has been redacted.

Water coming down the Severn (supported by reservoirs or other identified sources as
necessary) would be pumped into Gloucester Docks and pass down the Gloucester &
Sharpness Canal  to  a point  near  Saul  Junction (by which time,  any silt  will  have
settled out).  It  is  important to understand that the G&S Canal is  already used to
supply up to about 240 Ml/d for Bristol Water so there is nothing at this end that has
not been done before.

Once at Saul, the water would then be pumped up to the summit level of the Thames
& Severn Canal in two stages: Saul to Newtown where it would enter the canal, and
then from Ryeford to the summit. The 4km pound between Newtown and Ryeford is
the  only  one  long  enough  to  make  it  worthwhile  using  the  canal  channel  for
conveyance on the western side. The TW's published report advocates four pumping
stations which are financially inefficient and increases the risk of interruption through
breakdowns.

 Rationalised pumping system on western side of the canal

Once at the summit, the water would flow under gravity to Inglesham. In the TW
scheme, it would be cleaned up before entering a 32km pipeline to Culham on the
Thames downstream of Oxford.  CCT has provided a detailed report suggesting a far
less expensive alternative to mitigate the main perceived reasons driving the need for
this pipeline.

The spread out physical nature of the canal also lends itself well to a relatively short
construction programme. 

CCT would prefer that the completion of the restoration of the entire canal forms an
integral part of the project. TW argue that work to restore the canal would add costs
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and have identified a “do minimum” option that restores the channel where it is used
(including bridges to navigation standards) but not the locks. Their level of restoration
appears  to  be  gold  plated  including  the  relining  of  the  canal  channel  with  a
membrane/concrete  liner.  What  is  extraordinary  is  that  losses  of  something  like
20Ml/d  have  then  been  assumed  based  on  average  canal  losses  when  the  work
needed to more or less eliminate them has been costed in. (The T&S Canal seems to
have operated successfully with a pumped supply at the summit of no more than 15
Ml/d over the drier summer months for much of its operational life).

Options of transferring water from the River Severn to the Thames

Thames Water has refused to supply costings and they have been redacted from the
available  reports.  It  has  therefore  been  necessary  to  extrapolate  them  from  a
percentage breakdown of  the component  parts  that  was eventually  provided.  This
suggests that the approximate CAPEX base costs of the alternatives are as follows: 

Option: Canal - Do All Canal - Do Minimum Deerhurst Pipeline

CCT Extrapolated 
TW Cost:

£600 million £510 million £400 million

A review of the extrapolated costs and the design upon which these have been based
has revealed some significant design optimisations. Whilst most of the individual base
percentage breakdowns and thereby the implied costs used by TW have not been
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modified, some costed items seem to have been significantly overstated, a few have
been understated and some are for  work that we believe is  not needed. TW was
provided with our comments but these have only partially been acted on subsequently
and  the  reports  upon  which  the  preferred  options  were  chosen  have  not  been
updated.

The results with the CCT design changes and the other adjustments (but with little
further optimisation) yield the following base costs:

Option: Canal - Do All Do Minimum Hybrid Canal Option

After CCT Changes: £405 million £325 million £290 million

The new hybrid canal option involves a pipeline from Deerhurst to Coates and the use
of the eastern half of the canal. This does not provide the energy efficiencies of the
options which utilise Sapperton Tunnel but appears to result in a capital cost which
competes with the current much longer Deerhurst  Pipeline proposal.  In itself,  this
option  does  not  create  a  new  route  for  non-native  invasive  species  between
catchments although CCT is sceptical about the perceived risks of such as most are
already present in both the Thames and the Severn or in neither.

Underpinning a significant proportion of the reduction in the cost is an alternative
mitigation scheme which would enable the navigable Thames from Inglesham near
Lechlade to Culham to convey the transfer water volumes without adversely affecting
the more sensitive weir pools associated with the locks. The differences in cost are
dramatic  with  32Km  of  pipeline  being  replaced  by  simple  and  localised  physical
mitigation  where  necessary  and  the  sympathetic  operation  regime  of  existing
infrastructure at other sites.

The “Do All” and “Do Minimum” canal options now require only two pumping stations
and pipelines instead of  the four TW originally  proposed; resulting in a significant
reduction in cost. This also addressed previous TW concerns about the reliability of too
many critical pieces of infrastructure in series.

There remain potential enhancements to the canal options to improve resilience and
reduce the net OPEX (operating expenditure) costs/carbon footprint. This includes a
proposal that would generate all of the electrical power needed to support the scheme
using green energy generation and some water storage towards the eastern end of
the canal to safeguard against any short term outages. These potential benefits are
not covered in any of the TW reports as the whole canal based scheme has not been
optimised but only developed to a stage where TW felt they could drop it in favour of
other options.

4.1 Attempting to reconcile Thames Water Costings

Understanding how TW has derived the costs shown in the dWRMP Appendix A is not
at  all  straightforward with the very limited information available.   It  is  clear from
Appendix  G  of  TW's  Raw  Water  Transfers  Feasibility  Study  that  costs  have  been
multiplied  by  risk  and/or  “optimism bias”  factors.  These  are  not  transparent  and
potentially  provide  a  mechanism to  create  whatever  outcome is  desired  from the
process.

In the comparison table  below,  the base cost  estimate for  the CCSTT option was
increased  by  44%  as  risk  contingency.  Discounted  cash  flow  analysis  was  then
performed  using  the  Treasury  advised  discount  rates,  assuming  a  seven  year
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construction period followed by 80 years of operation. The resulting CAPEX NPV and
OPEX NPV values are shown in comparison to the equivalent data supplied by TW.
Based on the limited information that has been made available to us and applying a
1.44 multiplier to the canal CAPEX costs for risk and using the same discounts to
calculate the NPV CAPEX and OPEX figures, we get:

Option: CAPEX NPV OPEX NPV Total NPV

If used continuously:

CCSTT (full restoration – 
CCT not fully optimised)

£686 million

(note 1)

£394 million + UU/STW
costs (note 2)

£1,080m +
UU & STW

Teddington DRA £1,566 million £666 million £2,232m

Abingdon Reservoir £1,755 million £406 million £2,161m

Beckton reuse Ph1 & 2 £2,527 million £1,454 million £3,981m

But if only needed for 40 days on average per year as expected:

CCSTT (full restoration – 
CCT not fully optimised)

£686 million

(note 1)

£160 million + UU/STW
costs (note 2)

£846m +
UU & STW

Teddington DRA £1,566 million £266 million (note 3) £1,832m

Abingdon Reservoir £1,755 million £162 million (note 3) £1,917m

Beckton reuse Ph1 & 2 £2,527 million £159 million (note 4) £2,686m

 Note 1 – Excludes any capital expenditure on work related to the supported supplies from UU
(United Utilities) or STW (Severn Trent Water) as these are not available to us and may form
part of ongoing charges under OPEX.

Note 2 – Canal extrapolated OPEX costs assume electricity at 10p/kWh and a far better quality
adjustment for 40 day vs full year operation has been possible than for the other options.

Note 3 – A reduction of 60% has been applied as many costs are not directly attributable to
the volume of water provided.

Note 4 – to reduce to this level assumes it is possible to shut down a water re-use facility
completely when not needed. If a minimum continuous level of operation of 10% is needed,
this figure is likely to double.

The above is far from perfect because we have not been provided with the necessary
information to check it against TW's figures. All of the above schemes deliver about
250 Ml/d to 300 Ml/d therefore comparing the total NPV figures is appropriate.

The total NPV figure for the canal scheme will be increased by the unknown costs of
securing the water being offered by United Utilities and Severn Trent Water to support
flows in the River Severn needed to avoid a Hands Off  Flow constraints.  However
overall costs would appear to have to more than double, or the OPEX costs to nearly
triple, to bring the CCSTT option into the same price range as TW's current preferred
solutions.
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4.2 Benefits of the Canal Scheme

What is clear is that the CCSTT scheme offers far greater collateral benefits than any
of the other options able to deliver 250 – 300 Ml/d of water.

In addition to the obvious recreational benefits, the canal provides an environmental
corridor  which  includes  biodiversity  connectivity  (the  ability  of  wildlife  to  travel
between pockets of otherwise isolated habitat).

There are also economic and well-being benefits as well as rescuing many structures
of heritage importance including the canal itself.

At CCT's request, TW did commission Cascade to carry out a Strategic Environmental
Assessment but only on the partial restoration of the canal; not full restoration. This
did confirm material beneficial effects compared to the pipeline alternative although
several  categories  seem  understated  and  some  of  the  adverse  effects  seem
overstated.

Extract from the Cascade Assessments for Thames Water

For example, in row 2.2 of the chart above, it is difficult to understand why reopening
a canal, much of which is currently dry with substantial lengths inaccessible to the
public,  has  a  major  adverse  on  the  “water  environment  for  other  users  including
recreation, tourism and navigation, as well as terrestrial recreational resources” and
only a moderate benefit. Even stranger is that the pipeline can offer any benefit at all.

Clearly  fully  restoring  the  canal  would  have  greater  advantaged  than  partially
restoring it. This would involve additional cost but those we have extrapolated from
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the limited information gleaned from Thames Water suggest that the assumed figures
are very high and that they have been increased even further by applying abnormally
high risk provisions. There have been plenty of successful canal restorations carried
out in this country and canals are already used for bulk raw water transfers. Just
because this is outside of TW's own experience and comfort zone should not be used
as an excuse to inflate the figures and assume that it is inconveniently difficult.

There is a legitimate discussion to be had as to whether TW should be expected to
carry the entire cost of fully restoring the canal and whether third parties could or
should  contribute.  However,  in  the  absence  of  sensible  cost  figures,  it  is  not  a
discussion that CCT or other parties can instigate. In assessing the options, TW has
assumed they will carry the full cost and that has adversely affected the outcome of
their programme appraisal.

TW's own consultations have shown that their customers like to see collateral benefits
arising from major water infrastructure projects.  Spending lots of money on more
pipes buried in the ground does not seem to inspire.

The restoration of the Cotswold Canals is a project of national importance and its
restoration features in all of the local authority plans along its route. This means that,
rather than being opposed and frustrated at every step as has happened with the
Abingdon Reservoir, the project is likely to be broadly welcomed so making its delivery
fairly straightforward. 

The restoration of the canal carries with it a large economic benefit. Updates based on
previous studies predict the annual expenditure related to users of the restored canal
of the order of £30 million per year and the permanent employment of 188 (FTE) by
Year 5. The value of properties located adjacent or close to restored waterways tends
to increase by up to 20%.

The newly restored section of the Cotswold Canals through Stroud has recently been
reopened for navigation by HRH The Prince of Wales. This was arguably the most
complex part of the whole canal project. In the face of significant national competition
from  a  very  wide  range  of  projects,  the  next  section  that  will  link  this  to  the
Gloucester & Sharpness Canal and the national waterway network has just received a
Stage 1 pass for a £10 million Heritage Lottery Grant towards a £23 million project.
This section will complete the restoration of the western 16km of the 58km Cotswold
Canals link and represents over a quarter of the entire length; it should be complete
in 2023. It will also reduce the CAPEX figures both assumed by Thames Water in their
studies and in the figures presented here for the CCSTT scheme as this work is now
going to be done before any water transfer scheme would be implemented.

In its  25 Year  Environmental  Plan  2018,  the  Government  has committed  itself  to
“...ensure that we support development and the environment by embedding
the principle that new development should result in net environmental gain –
with neglected or degraded land returned to health and habitats for wildlife
restored or created.”  [Secretary of State for the Environment]

Restoring a currently disused canal which has lost much of  its former biodiversity
value,  which  would  also  provide  much needed additional  water  over  much of  the
length of the Thames in times when it might otherwise be struggling in addition to
cost effectively providing the water needed to sustain London and the south-east,
must surely be the best solution.
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5. The Alternatives

5.1 Teddington DRA

The thinking behind this scheme is that the amount of water that Thames Water can
take from the Thames upstream of London is controlled by the amount of water that
flows over Teddington Weir. This is supposed to ensure that a certain amount of fresh
water continues to flow down the river and down the estuary.

The preferred scheme involves redirecting water from a treated sewage outfall from 4
miles  below  Teddington  Weir  and  building  a  new  pipeline  to  discharge  about
270Ml/day of water above it. The logic is that 270Ml/d extra can be taken out of the
Thames further upstream.

The potential flaw in this logic is that whilst the flow over the weir would be the same,
the river upstream of the pipeline would now have a flow reduced by 270Ml/d and the
flow into the estuary below where it otherwise would have been discharged has also
lost 270Ml/d of flow (see the map on the next page).

If  the reserve flow over Teddington Weir  was designed to protect  flows down the
whole estuary rather than just locally to the weir itself and a short section of river
downstream of it, it is very difficult to see how this option is somehow acceptable on
environmental grounds.

Under drought order conditions allowing additional abstractions from the river above
Teddington  Weir,  the  existing  outflow  from the  Mogden  Sewage  Treatment  Works
would constitute a very high proportion of the fresh water flows passing down into the
estuary. If this scheme goes ahead, much, if not most of this residual flow will be
diverted and will be abstracted upstream. What is left will further reduce as customers
are encouraged to save water and flows into the Mogden STW reduce. The overall
effect will be that the river downstream of Teddington will become more saline with
potentially serious ecological consequences.

The capital cost of what seems a relatively simple scheme on paper is given in the
dWRMP Appendix A as £1.56 Billion which we believe is more than twice the capital
cost  of  the  CCSTT  scheme. These  costs  presumably  reflect  the  cost  of  getting  a
pipeline under urban London and the cost of extra cleaning of the effluent to a higher
standard.

The OPEX costs appear to be relative high too begging the questions as to why this
has been chosen as the first major new resource in TW's preferred programme.
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5.2 The Abingdon Reservoir

A very  large  reservoir  to  be  located  near  Abingdon has been proposed for  many
decades and has a long history of going nowhere.

It  is  the  subject  of  considerable  opposition  and  has  its  own  dedicated  and  well
resourced group known as GARD set up specifically to resist any attempts to build it.

A 100 billion litre incarnation of this reservoir was rejected at the Public Inquiry into
Thames Water's WRMP09 and specific recommendations were made to look into a
Severn – Thames transfer as an alternative with a specific recommendation that the
one using the Cotswold Canals should be investigated properly. At the time, the cost
of the CCSTT was assessed by Jacobs, TW's own consulting engineers, at less than
40% of the capital cost of the reservoir (£390 million vs £1 billion) – even taking into
account the full restoration of the canal for navigation as part of the process.

The  new preferred  programme in  the  dWRMP19 plan  proposes  a  150  billion  litre
reservoir (i.e. 50% bigger) and at a capital cost of £1.76 billion. At this size, it delivers
a comparable amount of water to a 300 Ml/d water transfer.

This figure seems very suspicious when compared with CCSTT increases.

Project 2010 Capital Cost 2017 Capital Cost  Increase %

Abingdon Reservoir £1.0 billion £1.76 billion (for a 50%
bigger reservoir

76% (or just 17%
pro-rated)

Cotswold  Canals
Severn-Thames
Transfer

£0.39 billion

(240 Ml/d)

£1.84 billion*

(300Ml/d)

470%  (or  377%
pro-rated)

* Deehurst Pipeline @ £1.26 billion (Appendix A) x 146% as given in table 6.3 on page 68 of
the Raw Water Transfers Feasibility Report dated February 2018 which is the increase claimed
if the restored canal is used instead of the pipeline.

For the pro-rated figures, this seems to suggest that the cost increases attributed to
the  CCSTT  are  about  22  times  higher  than  that  applied  to  the  reservoir.  If  the
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positions were to be reversed, the reservoir would come out at about £5.7 billion and
the CCSTT scheme about £570 million.

This is a fairly crude analysis but is offered in the context of Thames Water redacting
all the key figures needed for a better evaluation.

The reservoir suffers from a number of drawbacks in addition to the objections to
taking up an area of land similar to the footprint of Heathrow Airport in the middle of
the Oxfordshire countryside. One of the main ones is delivery time. Although it  is
second on the list in the preferred programme, it could not be brought forward quickly
enough to replace the Teddington DRA scheme were this to prove unacceptable.

GARD suggest that TW's keenness for the reservoir option is due to attractive tax
breaks and other financial advantages which can be maximised through high CAPEX
(capital expenditure) projects. Another is that everything to do with it is within TW's
own geographical area which could encourage a bias in favour of convenience.

Our bottom up derived CAPEX costs for the CCSTT scheme appear to be only 40% of
the Abingdon Reservoir CAPEX costs presented by TW in their Appendix A with both
having a comparable OPEX costs (see the comparison table in section 4.1). 
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5.3 Water Reuse and Desalination

Another  strand  to  the  large  scale  water  resource  options  is  water  reuse  and
desalination. Both methods use reverse osmosis as a means of cleaning up the water
and are energy intensive. 

There is a further technical issue in that the plant used to process the water cannot
simply be switched on when needed but deteriorates if not in near constant use.

The various water reuse/desalination schemes provide water for London but do not
address the shortfall  in the SWOX (Swindon & Oxfordshire) area. There is no real
advantage in these schemes unless they operate on water that otherwise would be
discharged below the tidal limit of the Thames.

TW has already built a desalination plant but it is understood that this has had its own
problems and reliability is an issue.

Desalination results in an increase in salinity within the water body from which the
brackish  or  sea  water  is  taken.  Environmental  issues  are  expected  to  limit  the
location(s) and potential capacity of these schemes.

Water reuse schemes generally clean up the output from sewage treatment works
rather than using sea or estuary water. This is easier than processing seawater.

The capital and operating costs of such schemes are high and they do not form part of
TW's preferred short to medium term options this time round although they were
more favoured in WRMP14.

Were the Teddington DRA option to be dropped, one or more of these options could be
promoted in favour of a Severn-Thames Transfer (STT). This makes little sense given
a comparable water contribution would come at a capital cost of £2.5 billion and a
very high OPEX cost – with a total NPV cost about 4 times that of the CCSTT scheme.
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6. National Water Grid – Alternative Concept

Water is an increasingly valuable and limited resource which has resulted in many
calls for a national water grid. To implement this in an unsophisticated way would
require the laying of extensive pipelines all over the country at a very high cost and
involving a great deal of disruption.

There is an alternative which would be both effective and far more affordable. The
Cotswold Canals Severn – Thames water transfer scheme would form part of this.

It relies on the individual water companies using their resources available within their
own areas flexibly and intelligently so that raw water surpluses can be used in other
areas where resources are more limited.

The maps above illustrate how water resources can be distributed from one end of the
country to the the other without extensive new pipelines.

The map on the left shows how two water resources are currently deployed and the
map on the right shows how these might be redeployed to provide water into the drier
south-eastern part of the country including London.

The first resource to be identified is Lake Vyrnwy which was built in the 1880s to
supply Liverpool with clean water. This is now under the control of United Utilities
which operates in the north-west of England supplying places like Manchester and
Liverpool. United Utilities has access to many water resources including ones in the
Lake District which has a relatively high annual rainfall. It is relatively easy to support
flows in the River Severn using Lake Vyrnwy and much of the water currently used to
supply Liverpool can be replaced by other water resources available to United Utilities.

The second example is the outfall of the Minworth Sewage Treatment Works which
processes the waste from the equivalent of 1.7million people. The cleaned up water
from this process eventually flows into the River Trent. However, the Minworth STW is
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more or less on the dividing line between the catchment area of the Trent and the
Severn (via the Warwickshire Avon). Redirecting some of this water to the Severn
would further support the transfer to the south-east.

These  are  both  resources  that  have  been  identified  during  Thames  Water's
investigations into a Severn – Thames raw water transfer; there are others.

A Severn-Thames transfer  has  the potential  to  help  resolve  shortfalls  likely  to  be
encountered by other water companies in the south-east. How these companies plan
to solve their water resource deficiencies is presumably being addressed in their own
dWRMPs.  There must be a risk that they are proposing expensive and potentially
energy hungry solutions,  such as desalination or  re-use, due to the absence of  a
national strategy.

However, the development of strategic cross water company solutions is at risk of
being hampered by parochial interests and real or perceived commercial exploitation
issues between the competing water companies and others. This is something that
OFWAT and the Government need to address if inferior solutions are to be avoided.
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Appendix 1

The Cotswold Canals Trust involvement with Thames Water 

The Cotswold Canals Trust's objective is to bring about the restoration of the historic
Stroudwater Navigation and the Thames & Severn Canal  which together formed a
navigational link between the rivers Thames and Severn. These canals were built in
the latter part of the eighteenth century and were closed in the middle part of the
twentieth century as their commercial carrying function was supplanted by rail and
then road carriage.

In  the  early  1970s  and  in  response  to  the  destruction  of  parts  of  these  canals
following their closure, the forerunner to the Cotswold Canals Trust was formed and
became a registered charity with a membership drawn from interested members of
the public. CCT is now the largest canal society in the UK.

As early as 1976 and in response to the drought in that year, the Trust suggested
using these canals as an efficient way to convey water from the wetter western part of
the country into the South-East.

In subsequent years the idea was revisited including a review by the National Rivers
Authority in the 1990s.

There was some contact with Thames Water in 2006 but events came into sharp focus
in the 2010 Public Inquiry into TW's revised WRMP 2009. Thames Water's plan sought
the construction of a 100 billion litre reservoir at Abingdon and this ran into significant
opposition (which has not gone away). CCT took part in that Public Inquiry arguing
that Thames Water had not properly investigated the much lower cost (according to
their own late in the day evaluation) option of transferring water from the Severn
using the Cotswold Canals. The Inspectors agreed and threw out the 100 billion litre
reservoir and asked Thames Water to look into Severn-Thames transfers generally and
the one proposed by the CCT specifically.

CCT has been invited to participate in the WRMP process as an interested stakeholder
ever since; an engagement that has been both welcome and mutually beneficial.

WRMP  2014  did  not  settle  on  the  imminent  development  of  a  large  new  water
resource and only signalled a (fairly weak) preference for water reuse. It did commit
to  further  investigate  the  options  for  inclusion  in  the  WRMP  2019  plan.  The
subsequent investigations  did  include quite  a substantial  amount of  work into the
CCSTT option.

At one point the CCSTT scheme was dropped because the then consulting engineers
said the canal could only convey 100Ml/d as against the 240 – 300Ml/d that CCT was
advocating.  Thames  Water  were  changing  to  new consultants  and  the  new ones
concluded that 300 ML/d was an appropriate figure.

There was then a major concern about invasive species. The detailed study and some
further investigation on our part suggest that nearly all of these are either already in
the Rivers Thames and Severn or in neither. Thames Water have costing in extensive
water processing facilities in all of the Severn-Thames Transfer options (very much a
worst case assumption which might well be reducible).

The CCSTT option was then costed by Thames Water and claimed to be significantly
more expensive than the very long Deerhurst pipeline alternative. Although requested
often, these costs have not been disclosed.
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CCT extrapolated costings based on some percentage breakdown costs provided by
Thames Water suggest that perhaps as much as £100 million (base costs) was being
spent  on  extending  both  the  CCSTT  and  the  Deerhurst  Pipeline  all  the  way
downstream to Culham. Earlier conclusions drawn by Thames Water's own consultants
suggested  that  discharges  in  the  Lechlade  area  would  be  acceptable  and  the
Deerhurst pipeline was shorted accordingly only to revert to a discharge at Culham
again  later.   CCT  issued  a  detailed  report  demonstrating  that  the  main  concerns
regarding effects on low flows in sensitive weir pools in the upper Thames could be
mitigated for a fraction of the cost.

The current situation is that there remain many unresolved areas including over costs,
optimisations,  excessively  expensive  mitigation  assumptions  and  incomplete
negotiations which would secure the water availability to enable the full benefit of a
300 Ml/d conveyance.

As it  stands pessimistic costs,  discounting some of the water supplies available to
support the flows in the Severn in dry periods, more or less disregarding the wider
benefits and ignoring any potential third party contributions makes the CCSTT option
look less attractive than other options.

There is  a real  risk that flawed decisions will  be made if  the dWRMP19 preferred
programme is accepted.

As things stand, there is a high probability that the Cotswold Canals Trust will, with
many other interested parties, end up facing Thames Water at a Public Inquiry. The
arguments will  be remarkably similar to those in 2010 and the outcome probably
similar as the flaws in Thames Water's plans become exposed when the whole of the
information, including that which is currently redacted, becomes known. 
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